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Printer Operator with 8 years of experience. Demonstrated ability to build efficient, 
reliable teams that work together to achieve goals and exceed expectations.

EXPERIENCE

Printer Operator I
ABC Corporation - MARCH 2003 – FEBRUARY 2007

 Operated Docutec enterprise printers, associated printers, and 
duplicating devices.

 Demonstrated skills to assist and perform bindery services for the 
completion of the printed job.

 Facilitated communication to other work areas to ensure proper 
completion of jobs.

 Completed printing of jobs in a seven-day schedule to ensure 
completion in the bindery of a ten-day work cycle for the customers.

 Maintained low cost of overruns to ensure fiscal responsibility.
 Printed high quality of work held by Reprographics standards.
 Provided general maintenance of equipment and follow safety 

procedures to ensure a safe work environment.

Printer Operator 
ABC Corporation - 1999 – 2003

 Each Day, I printed images on drink cans such as Pepsi, coke, sprite 
and etc..

 my day consists of changing the paint according to my job order, 
matching the paint up in a timeable fashion.

 running huge orders and checking for defects every 5 min until the 
order is done.

 it also consists of working at a fast pace and being able to keep your 
line and other lines running without any problems.

 Skills Used being a smart mechanic was the first rule.
 make sure u read all paperwork and double-check your surroundings.
 be really careful because a machine that prints 3000 can every 30 

sec cut your hands or other objects off..i had to use common sense 
skill.

EDUCATION

 Medical Transcription - (Northwest Technical College - Moorhead, MN)
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SKILLS

Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Publisher, Microsoft PowerPoint, Cashier, 
Sales.
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